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Eu4 irish guide

Learning EU4 works on Irish Happiness performance By neofutur walkthroug, post 1.6.1 patch, starting as a small and poor Tyrone (or leinster) Irish lord, aiming to get the Irish Happiness performance . . . and more I want to do an Ireland campaign but I need help to make it work. I want to start as one of the minors and
unite the island and then go almost full colonial while keeping the British off the island unless the missions become enticing. I want to know which minor has the best ideas or if I have to take Irish Ideas instead. I want to know how to keep the Scots and English off my shores without simply beering Great Britain. I'm not
worried about releasing nations like Wales, Man, and Cornwall as Vassals of mine or conquering them outright, and I might be willing to conquer Scotland, but I want a Celtic game not a British one So I don't want English soil in my empire. It's not the critic that counts; not the man pointing out how the strong man
stumbles, or where the act of deeds could have done them better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; who errs, who come up short again and again, for there is no effort without errors and shortcomings; but who actually
strives to do the deeds; who knows great enthusiasm, the great devotionals; that emanated itself in a dignified cause; who at best knows in the end the triumph of high performance, and who at worst, if he fails, at least fails while he dares a lot, so that his place will never be with those cold and timid souls who don't know
victory or defeat. ~ Theodore Roosevelt, 1910 So I don't want English country in my empire. Ireland are English country Honestly though Ireland are not a great place to play high. You can shape Ireland, take over all the Isles and just not form GB. Because England will be pretty determined to kill you and eventually
you're going to end up in a war Especially because they get permanent claims about your entire island and Scotland. Both you want to annex. And you'll definitely be great competitors in the colonial race. Might as well eliminate them. Not the ideal way to play it, but if you want to keep England out without annexing their
naval ideas (and/or mariitime)+a decent heavy fleet should do the trick. My successful Irish run was with Desmond, good Mil ideas and 10% admin reduction is always nice. Unless you can secure an alliance with France, I don't really think there's much you can do to prevent England from trying to kick you in the hold,
lucky if you get lucky with a war of the roses you should be able to hamper them by Wales/release of nations Ally England and England can't attack you. Can try to make you an English vassal and later you annex all. She does or dies on the British islands. EU4: Fix the forte so they are intuitive Sounds like you'll have a
lot of diplo points loaming around and playing high. Just culture culture English in non-existent, we all do a favor. My run was like Kildare. It had some sweeps, but I happily got early on. I wasn't lucky enough to get France on side and after my first two wars England choose to dow me. My lessons learned. Keep your
allies up for as long as you can. Early on ally two minors. Keep them happy. Even with all of Ireland under your control and the 20k troops you will have, those two nations will provide you 12-14k troops together. Both joined me in a defensive war against vassal Leicester and England. I had no navy and they just marched
through Scotland to get to me. I had about 17k troops with my allies and they had 25k. The one thing I had in my favor was the attribution rate. The AI divided it's powers to take provinces in Ulster while another sealed off my capital. I planted myself with all my allies right between those stacks and burned the ground and
then attacked the stack at my capital. I won the battle before the others could reach. I won the next one then. After that, the war was easy. The English never had the troops, I took all their provinces in Ireland and their vassal. I then sat along the coast and let them take the penalty against me in every attempt to land.
After that, it was easy to keep enough troops in the country to stop any English attempt to cross. All that said, playing high with Ireland is actually pretty difficult. Even after forming Ireland, you will find yourself weaker than necessary to grow to stay strong. Because of how institutions work an independent Ireland, almost
certainly the last nation in Europe will be to receive an institution. That means playing in the back of technology, until you get ideas to deal with it. The Ballades of Fire and Ash AAR Page I want to do an Ireland campaign, but I need help making it work. I want to start as one of the minors and unite the island and then go
almost full colonial while keeping the British off the island unless the missions become enticing. I want to know which minor has the best ideas or if I have to take Irish Ideas instead. I want to know how to keep the Scots and English off my shores without simply beering Great Britain. I'm not worried about releasing
nations like Wales, Man, and Cornwall as Vassals of mine or conquering them outright, and I might be willing to conquer Scotland, but I want a Celtic game not a British one So I don't want English soil in my empire. There's a button in the game for culture conversion There's a button in the game for culture conversion I
know, but I really want to play Ireland high, and even though GB says Sligo in big letters, It's still basically a GB game. It's not the critic that counts; not the man who points out how the strong man stumbles, or where the act of deeds better them did not. The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena, whose
face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; who errs, who come up short again and again, for there is no effort without errors and shortcomings; but who whom actually strives to do the deeds; who knows great enthusiasm, the great devotionals; that emanated itself in a dignified cause; who at best
knows in the end the triumph of high performance, and who at worst, if he fails, at least fails while he dares a lot, so that his place will never be with those cold and timid souls who don't know victory or defeat. ~ Theodore Roosevelt, 1910 If you don't want to conquer any English country, then I suggest taking Scotland
along and helping them take Place. Not necessarily everything, just enough that they're no longer a threat. The other option is to silence England together, but you will forever depend on their goodwill. They will inevitably take Scotland, making them even more of a threat. Releasing Cornwall or Wales is pretty pointless if
you don't intend to take them yourself, the English will just take them back. Any other plan, IME, always requires 'conquering England' as a necessary step. You can take Scotland, Wales and Cornwall, and England will still be a threat. If you want to play high and just stick to the Irish island, you have to play a good diplo
game and choose ideas that are good at playing high. Have alliance with France or Spain should be nice. Scotland are good for short terms but Scotland as an ambition to extend to Ireland, so it will be a bit diligent. For ideas, you need to choose something like eco, innovative and all mil ideas (you want high quality
units). Normally playing long trade is also a decent choice, but as Ireland kinda shit because of you in a shit node and has no nodes for an extra 3 dealers. I think you can take a lot of the North Sea trade node by taking Ireland and Scotland. Lothian offers one of the two Centers of Commerce. Ireland has some great
trading ideas and you can influence your Papal for more Mercantilism. If you have any conquering then the War Exhaustion reduction will save some Admin and keep your goods produced and the -2 Turmoil should keep rebelliously low. You get +2% vs. heretics and combined with the -2 Turmoil it can reduce your need
for Religion or Humanism Idea groups. So... maybe look at exploration, economic, trade, maritime, quantity/offensive/quality? Quantity/Trade has produced a fantastic policy for more goods and quality/trade has one for trading efficiency. Maritime gives you more boats to dominate the trade lanes and Offensive has some
decent policies that cost less valuable military MP. The extra traders from Handel are largely useless. I think you can use it in your colonies until your colonies give you a free dealer and then transfer it to European nodes leading to the White Sea, which is just one exit node, the North Sea. Novgorod leads to White Sea
and Novogorod is a sea trade node so you can send light ships to White Sea and Novgorod to skim trade from there. Per the game, Scottish Welsh is British culture and Breton is French. But you can go for a Big Celtica and take Wales Cornwall and Brittany. If you trade I'd definitely look at taking Brittany for the access
to the Brittany trade node. What's colonizing, starting by colonizing Canada and working your way south seems the obvious colonizing route. You can always release some of the nations as your vassals in England and Scotland if you really don't want to keep any ground there directly. I think Wales and Cornwall are
reassuring? Galedom is making a nice march in Scotland. You can release Mann and give him some mainland territory as well. Be careful not to allow your vassals to get too strong, you will first want to be developed to keep them in check. If you leave England alone, at some point they will become a thorn in your side.
At some point in any campaign, your allies will get busy and refuse a defensive call to arms. Barring it, England may be one of the ruler types that makes it ignore the amount of troops your alliance has and declare a bad war. Of course what the AI doesn't know is it's actually a good war, as your allies won't be able to
land in England unless you have naval superiority that can be hard to obtain against an England that controls the entire island. Their ships are disgustingly broken and I've traded with them before 1:3 a.m., even when I use tricks to get my navy some repairs every few ticks. I really believe you'll have to cripple them at
some point to survive long enough to overcome them through ideas and development. Development.
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